Milton Library Monday Book Discussion Group

10:00 AM Meeting at Winter Valley – 600 Canton Avenue

7:30 PM Meeting at Milton Public Library

Books for 2017 – 2018 Season

October 2, 2017       **A Spool of Blue Thread** by Anne Tyler

A poignant yet unsentimental story in praise of family in all its emotional complexity.

November 6, 2017      **The Horse Boy** by Rupert Isaacson

A Texas couple and their autistic son trek on horseback through Outer Mongolia in a desperate attempt to treat his condition with shamanic hearing.

December 4, 2017      **A Dangerous Place: Maisie Dobbs #11** by Jacqueline Winspear

A brutal murder in the British garrison town of Gibraltar leads the investigator into a web of lies, deceit and danger!

February 5, 2018      **A Man Called Ove** by Fredrik Backman

A grumpy yet lovable Swedish man finds his solitary world turned on its head when a boisterous young family moves in next door.

March 5, 2018         **A Colony in a Nation** by Chris Hayes

U.S. race relations, primarily the black experience, and law and order as they are experienced across the country.

April 2, 2018         **Me Before You** by JoJo Moyes

In a tiny English village a couple has nothing in common until love gives them everything to lose...

May 7, 2018           **Born a Crime** by Trevor Noah

A compelling, inspiring, and comically sublime coming-of-age story set during the twilight of apartheid and the tumultuous days of freedom that followed.